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Crossover from ionic hopping to nearly constant loss in the fast ionic conductor Li0.18La0.61TiO3
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Electrical conductivity measurements of the fast ionic conductor Li0.18La0.61TiO3 have been conducted at
temperatures ranging from 8 to 300 K and frequencies between 20 Hz and 5 MHz. A detailed analysis of the
ac conductivity shows the existence of a crossover between two different regimes. At high temperatures and/or
low frequencies correlated ion hopping is responsible for a power-law frequency dependent and thermally
activated ac conductivity. On the other hand, at sufficiently low temperatures and/or high frequencies, the ions
do not have enough thermal energy or time to hop between neighboring sites, and remain caged. The ac
conductivity is then characterized by a linear frequency dependence~i.e., the equivalent of a nearly constant
loss! and by a weak exponential temperature dependence of the form exp(T/T0). A crossover between the two
regimes is found, which is thermally activated with an activation energyE50.17 eV, significantly lower than
that observed for the dc conductivity,Es50.4 eV. From this result, it is shown that the so-called ‘‘augmented
Jonscher expression’’ fails to describe the ac conductivity in the whole frequency and temperature ranges. All
these findings suggest that the nearly constant loss originates from electrical loss occurring during the time
regime while the ion is still confined in the potential-energy minimum. Further, it is proposed that the loss
mechanism involves some type of process where the potential-energy minimum relaxes in time on a time scale
much shorter than the ionic hopping time scale. At longer times, as soon as the ion has significant probability
of being thermally activated out of the potential well, the nearly constant loss terminates and correlated ion
hopping becomes the only contribution to the ac conductivity.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.224302 PACS number~s!: 66.30.Hs
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I. INTRODUCTION

More than two decades ago, Wong and Angell1 pointed
out that the real part of the electrical ac conductivity of ion
conductors seemed to show a linear frequency-dependen
the limit of low temperatures and high frequencies. This l
ear frequency dependent term, of the forms8(v)'Av, re-
sults in a nearly constant loss~NCL! in the dielectric loss
spectra,«9(v)5s8(v)/v'A. Leeet al.2 later observed this
behavior in a variety of ionic conductors, and proposed i
be a universal feature of these materials. As a universal p
erty, it might be of fundamental interest in order to und
stand ion dynamics in ionically conducting materials at sh
times. However, there have been only a few investigation
the nature of this nearly constant loss, and very few exp
mental data showing this behavior.3 Similarly, most research
activity in the field of ionic conductors4–14 has focused on
the long-range ion motion occurring at higher temperatu
where the frequency dependence of the ionic conducti
was usually described by the Jonscher expression15

s8~v!'s0@11~v/vo!n#. ~1!

In this temperature range, a dc conductivitys0 is found in
the limit of low frequency, and a power-law behavior is o
served with a fractional exponentn above a characteristi
frequencyvo . Both s0 and vo are found to be thermally
activated with about the same activation energyEs . This has
been interpreted in different theoretical models15–20 as indi-
cating that the ac conductivity given by Eq.~1! originates
0163-1829/2002/65~22!/224302~6!/$20.00 65 2243
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from a migration of ions by hopping between neighbori
potential wells, which eventually gives rise to a dc condu
tivity at the lowest frequencies. Interestingly, it is usua
assumed in the literature2,21–26that the Jonscher conductivit
and the linear frequency term~or NCL! are additive contri-
butions, and that the total ac conductivity can be descri
by the so-called augmented Jonscher form

s8~v!5s0@11~v/vo!n#1Av. ~2!

We proposed in a recent letter27 that the loss mechanism
of the ion, while it is still confined in its potential-energy si
~‘‘cage’’ !, may be the origin of the NCL observed in ion
conductors. At short times ions are vibrating in their pote
tial energy wells of heightEm , with a frequencyn0 usually
termed the attempt frequency. A microscopic residence t
is definedtm5n0

21 exp(Em /kBT), such that, statistically, for
times shorter thantm ions vibrate within their sites and fo
times longer thantm abandon the site by thermally activate
hopping over the energy barrier. We found that the NCL
the dominant contribution to the ac conductivity at tim
shorter thantm , i.e., at frequenciesv.tm

21 ; therefore it is
only observed at sufficiently high frequencies or low te
peratures.

In this work, we present a more detailed experimen
investigation of the crossover between the NCL and the
conductivity region due to ionic hopping, by adding expe
mental data on the fast ionic conductor Li0.18La0.61TiO3. The
choice of this ionically conducting material is based on
high ionic conductivity,27–31and because it shows the highe
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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value ever determined of the nearly constant loss,3 to our
knowledge. By analyzing isothermal ac conductivity da
we extend the temperature range of the crossover re
found in Ref. 27, obtaining the crossover temperatures
frequencies in the range 100 kHz–3 MHz. The present
sults are in complete agreement with those previously p
lished in the frequency range 100 Hz–100 kHz from isoch
nal conductivity measurements.27

The NCL coefficientA is found to be temperature depe
dent. Although the temperature dependence ofA can be de-
scribed by an Arrhenius equation with a very small activat
energy, the best fits are obtained using a weak expone
temperature dependence of the formA}exp(T/T0). Finally,
we show that the validity of Eq.~2! is at odds with the
properties and nature of the crossover between the NCL
the ac conductivity due to ionic hopping, and, therefore,
total ac conductivity in ionic conductors may not be e
pressed by a simple addition of both contributions in
frequency domain. This is an important result, since it has
impact on the typical current interpretation of ac conduct
ity in ionic conductors, and suggests a serial picture in wh
the NCL ceases to exist when ions leave their cages and
hopping. All these results give further support to our int
pretation of the NCL as originating from a loss mechani
while the ions are still confined within a cage, i.e., the pro
ability of ion hopping to a neighboring site is very small.

II. EXPERIMENT

Samples were prepared by heating a stochiometric m
ture of high-purity LiCO3, La2O3, and TiO2 reagents at
1350 °C in air for 5–11 h, and then quenching to room te
perature. Sintered cylindrical pellets 1 mm thick and 5 mm
diameter, with evaporated silver electrodes, were used
electrical measurements. The Li content was determined
inductive coupled plasma~ICP! analysis. Impedance spec
troscopy measurements were conducted in the freque
range 20 Hz-5 MHz and for temperatures between 125
300 K, using precision LCR meters HP4284A and HP4285
In this temperature range, measurements were carried
under aN2 flow to ensure an inert atmosphere. The tempe
ture range was extended down to 8 K using a closed cycle
helium refrigerator, with sample in vacuum, for frequenc
in the range 100 Hz-100 kHz.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The temperature dependence of the ac conductivity
Li0.18La0.61TiO3 is shown in Fig. 1 for several fixed frequen
cies. It can be observed that at low temperatures experim
tal conductivity data sets at a given temperature are spa
according to a linear frequency dependence. This linear
quency dependence provides a criterion to determine, at
frequency, a crossover temperature where the nearly con
loss term becomes the dominant contribution to the ac c
ductivity. At higher temperatures, an additional contributi
to the conductivity is observed due to ionic hopping, and
conductivity data become frequency dependent with a s
linear frequency dependence according to Eq.~1!. The cross-
22430
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over points, represented by open squares in Fig. 1, were
tained from the temperature where an arbitrarily chosen 1
departure from linearity was observed.27 It is also found that
the NCL regime withs8(v)'Av is characterized by a wea
temperature dependence which can be well described ov
wide range at low temperatures by the exponential formA
}exp(T/T0). Solid lines in Fig. 1~a! are fits to an exponen
tial temperature dependence of the ac conductivity at e
frequency, giving a value of 6063 K for the parameterT0.
However, the true temperature dependence of the NCL is
known a priori, and its weak temperature dependence co
arise from a thermally activated ion hopping through lo
energy barriers. Since the temperature dependence shou
characterized by an activation energy in such a case, in
1~b! we also plot the ac conductivity data in an Arrheni
representation. Dotted lines in this figure represent
to an Arrhenius temperature dependence of the formA
}exp(2B/T), showing nearly horizontal lines withB555
610 K or activation energies of 561 meV. In Fig. 1~b!,
with solid lines, we also plot the best fits to an exponen
temperature dependence of the formA}exp(T/T0). It can

FIG. 1. Conductivity vs temperature plots for Li0.18La0.61TiO3.
Conductivity data are shown for different frequencies in a line
temperature scale~a! and in an Arrhenius plot~b!. Open square
symbols represent the crossover between the linear freque
dependent conductivity~nearly constant loss! and the power law
regime of Eq.~1! which is due to ionic hopping. Solid lines are fit
to an exponential temperature dependence of conductivity dat
the nearly constant loss regime. Dotted lines in~b! are fits according
to a thermally activated temperature dependence of the ac con
tivity at low temperature.
2-2
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readily be observed that the latter are hyperbolic curve
the Arrhenius representation and fit the temperature de
dence of the ac conductivity over a much wider temperat
range than do the Arrhenius fits alone. In fact, the expon
tial fits account perfectly for the temperature dependenc
the ac conductivity at low temperatures up to the crosso
points ~open squares!, which were calculated independent
by the 10% criterion in the frequency dependence.27 Note
that the crossover points were defined by using a crite
based on the frequency dependence of ac conductivity
fixed temperature, and therefore without any consideratio
the exact temperature dependence of the NCL, which is
knowna priori. It is only a posteriorithat we realize that the
crossover points seem also to separate two different temp
ture dependences of the ac conductivity at a fixed freque
We find an excellent agreement between the temperatur
which our crossover points are obtained and the temperat
at which ac conductivity starts to deviate from an expon
tial temperature dependence. This result gives further sup
to our contention that a true crossover exists at these po
between a NCL and a power law regime.

Next, in Fig. 2~a! we show the frequency dependence
the ac conductivity of Li0.18La0.61TiO3 at several tempera
tures where a crossover from a power-law dependence
linear frequency dependence is observed within our exp
mental frequency window. Solid circles denote the crosso
where ac conductivity deviates by 10% from its linear fr

FIG. 2. ~a! Frequency dependence of conductivity data show
the crossover between power law term~dotted lines! and NCL~con-
tinuous lines! at several temperatures. Solid circles are the cro
over points obtained for a 10% departure from the linear beha
observed at the highest frequencies. Solid diamonds represen
crossover points obtained by assuming the validity of Eq.~2! ~see
the text!. Solid and dashed lines represent the asymptotic linear
power-law frequency dependences of the ac conductivity, res
tively. ~b! Magnified view illustrating the 10% deviation from lin
earity at the crossover.
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quency dependence shown at higher frequencies@s8(v)
51.1Av#. A detailed and magnified view of such a cros
over is shown in Fig. 2~b!. From the procedure shown in Fig
1, we have obtained crossover temperatures at frequen
from 100 Hz to 100 kHz. The data shown in Fig. 2 allow
to extend the determination of the crossover temperature
higher frequencies, from 100 kHz up to 3 MHz. Conductiv
data at the crossover temperatures, and for each freque
are plotted in Fig. 3 in an Arrhenius manner. Good agr
ment is found between the temperature dependence of
crossover points determined from isochronal conductiv
measurements in Fig. 1~open squares!, and the temperature
dependence of the crossover points from isothermal cond
tivity curves in Fig. 2~solid circles!. Crossover points show
a thermally activated behavior with an activation energyE
50.1760.03 eV. Interestingly, this activation energy h
the same value as that obtained from NMR spin-lattice
laxation and electrical conductivity relaxation30 for the bar-
rier for short-range ion motionEm50.1760.01 eV, i.e., the
height of the single ion potential well.

The experimental conductivity data of Fig. 1 are also d
played in Fig. 3, but over a wider temperature range. N
that at sufficiently high temperatures, in the long-range io
motion regime, all conductivity data at the different fixe
frequencies tend to collapse onto a single curve, when th
conductivity becomes frequency independent (v!vo) and
equal to the dc conductivity value at each temperature@see
Eq. ~1!#. We also plot the temperature dependence of the
conductivity in Fig. 3 ~open circles!. It shows a non-
Arrhenius behavior, with an activation energy ofEm
50.17 eV at high temperatures, while a larger value,Es

50.4 eV, is found at lower temperatures. This no
Arrhenius behavior was also recently found in other f
ionic conductors32–34 and has been interpreted in the fram
work of the coupling model as arising from the addition
energy required to overcome ion-ion correlations at low te
peratures for the cooperative motion of ions.35

In the limit of high temperatures, however, there are
correlations in the ionic motions. Rather, ions hop throu

g
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r
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d
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FIG. 3. Arrhenius plots of conductivity data at different freque
cies. Open square symbols represent the crossover points obt
from Fig. 1, and solid circles are the crossover points at hig
frequencies obtained from Fig. 2. The solid line is a fit to an Arrhe
ius law for the temperature dependence of the crossover. O
circles are dc conductivity data. Solid diamonds, as in Fig. 2, are
crossover points calculated by assuming the validity of Eq.~2! and
show an activation energy close to that observed for the dc con
tivity @see Eq.~7! in the text#.
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adjacent potential wells independently of one another,
therefore the dc conductivity is thermally activated with t
single ion energy barrierEm . Moreover, in this high-
temperature regime of uncorrelated ionic motion, the dc c
ductivity can be described by the Nernst-Einstein equa
s05(Nq2d2)/(6kBTtm). In this expression,N is the mobile
ion concentration,q is the ionic charge,d is the ionic jump
distance, T is the temperature, andtm

215n0 exp
(2Em /kBT) is the effective microscopic hopping rate dete
mined by the attempt frequencyn0 and the single-ion energ
barrierEm . Interestingly, we found that the extrapolation
higher temperatures of the solid line in Fig. 3 obtained fro
the temperature dependence of the crossover between
NCL and the ac conductivity at higher temperatures is w
accounted for by this expression. Accordingly, the NCL
observed at a given temperature for frequencies

v.tm
215n0 exp~2Em /kBT!, ~3!

and for a given frequencyv at temperatures below
Em /@kBln(n0 /v)#, where ions have not abandoned th
own sites. The solid line in Fig. 3 divides the plot into tw
temperature regions. For all frequenciesv, the right side is
where the temperature falls below the crossover tempera
and ions remain within their sites. The left side is the regi
when enough thermal energy is available for mobile ions
start to jump over their sites~and subsequently adjace
sites!, giving an additional contribution to the ac conducti
ity, which overshadows the linear frequency term. Thus
results show a clear separation between two processes
NCL and the ac conductivity from ionic hopping@Eq. ~1!#. It
is found that the conditionv.1000v0 is fulfilled in the
NCL region, which definitely points to a prehopping regim
where the ions are not rapidly hopping out of their potent
energy wells.

At times shorter thantm , the residence time of an ion, th
caged ion can only undergo vibrations within a potenti
energy well that is usually anharmonic.36 The thermally ac-
tivated hopping of an ion out of the potential-energy well
a stochastic process that has a nonzero probability eve
times shorter thantm . Since other ions play a role in defin
ing the potential-energy well for the ion, the small a
slowly varying probability of their escape from their ow
individual wells means that the potential-energy cage is a
decaying with time. The cage decay is slow in the time
gime of t!tm , and therefore gives rise to a nearly frequen
independent loss for the frequency rangev@1/tm .

Such a qualitative description of the NCL has supp
from molecular-dynamics simulations37,38from the time evo-
lution of the van Hove function at times before the ions lea
their cages, where the mean-square displacement was f
to increase very slowly with log(t), consistent with NCL.
Such a time dependent mean-square displacement will
rise to the NCL through the relation between the freque
dependence of conductivity and the time dependence
mean-square displacement;39

s~v!}v2T21 lim
«→0

E
0

`

dt,r 2~ t !.eivt2«t. ~4!
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However, more quantitative discussion of models that ac
ally lead to a NCL~Ref. 40! is beyond the scope of thi
paper, which is restricted to present experimental evidenc
the existence of the crossover.

As a further property of the crossover, we point out th
the finding of an activation energyE5Em50.17 eV for the
conductivity at the crossover from the NCL to a subline
frequency dependent ac conductivity is at odds with
usual assumption2,21–26that the total ac conductivity in ionic
conductors can be described by the augmented Jonsche
pression@Eq. ~2!#. According to Eq.~2!, where the ac hop-
ping ionic conductivity and the NCL contribution are consi
ered to be additive terms, the activation energy of
crossover should be close to the dc conductivity activat
energyEs and much higher thanEm , as observed by experi
ment. Assuming the validity of Eq.~2!, and following the
10% criterion used in the present work to define the cro
over points in Figs. 1 and 2, we should expect that the cro
over frequencyvx at a given temperature satisfies the e
pression

s8~vx!5s0@11~vx /vo!n#1Avx51.1Avx . ~5!

As shown by the experimental data in Fig. 3, at the f
quencyvx the dc conductivitys0 makes a negligible contri-
bution tos8(vx), so that the conductivity can be written a

s8~vx!'s0~vx /vo!n1Avx51.1Avx . ~6!

Solving Eq.~6! for vx , we obtain

vx5s0~0.1A!21/(12n)~s0 /vo!n/(12n), ~7!

and inserting Eq.~7! back into Eq.~6!, for the conductivity at
the crossover frequency one obtains

s8~vx!51.1Avx

51.1s0~0.1!21/(12n)A2n/(12n)~s0 /vo!n/(12n).

~8!

Sinces0 andvo are thermally activated with the dc act
vation energyEs , it can be shown from Eq.~8! that, assum-
ing a weak temperature dependence of the NCL of the ex
nential form exp(T/T0) ~see Fig. 1!, the activation energy for
the crossover should be

E52kb@d ln s8~vx!/dT21#5Es2@n/~12n!#kbT2/T0 ,
~9!

which is essentially equal toEs , provided thatT/T0,1 and
kbT is much smaller thanEs , which is the case.

The ‘‘artificial’’ crossover of Eq.~5! is obtained graphi-
cally in Fig. 2. Note that although we have chosen a 1
criterion @s8(vx)51.1Avx# to define the crossover fre
quency and derive Eq.~9!, the result is independent of th
criterion of the percentage of deviation from linearity. This
true in particular fors8(vx)52Avx , which should hold at
the intersection of the assymptotic power law and the lin
behaviors of the ac conductivity at low and high frequenci
respectively, assuming the validity of Eq.~2!. We have plot-
ted these intersection points in Fig. 2~solid diamonds!, and
2-4
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CROSSOVER FROM IONIC HOPPING TO NEARLY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 224302
their temperature dependence in Fig. 3~solid diamonds!. As
expected from Eq.~9!, they show an activation energy clos
to Es , the activation energy obtained for the dc conductiv

Equation~9!, derived from Eq.~2!, is unphysical becaus
none of the mechanisms on both sides of the crossover
anything to do with the long-range displacement of ions
its activation energyEs . In fact, the experimental data~see
Fig. 3! show that the conductivity at this crossover@s8(vx)#
is thermally activated, but with a much lower activation e
ergy Em than Es , and its value is close to the microscop
energy barrier for a single ion to hop between adjacent we
Experimental findings are in accord with Eq.~2! as an em-
pirical relation at a given temperature, but the resulting te
perature dependence of the parameters are at variance
the observed temperature dependence of the NCL ov
wide temperature range. The crossover from the NCL con
bution ~at times shorter than the microscopic residence tim
tm , of ions in their wells! to the onset of ionic hopping
between adjacent wells~at times larger thantm! is more
complicated than a simple sum in the frequency doma
Ultimately Eq. ~2! implies that the NCL contribution is
present even at the lowest frequencies and sufficiently
temperatures, where a steady-state flow with constan
conductivity has been reached~i.e., the two mechanisms ar
in parallel!. Consequently, the observed conductivity can
be described simply by a sum, as suggested by Eq.~2!, be-
cause the sum implies continued existence of the NCL
times ~frequencies! much longer~lower! than the residence
time ~frequency! of the ions in the wells, which is not ob
served experimentally. The experimental findings sugge
serial picture in which NCL is automatically terminate
when the ions have a significant probability to leave th
cages and start to hop between adjacent wells; conseque
there is a genuine crossover from NCL to ion hopping
conductivity.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have investigated the nature and pro
ties of the crossover between the NCL and the ionic hopp
contribution to the ac conductivity in the fast ionic conduc
Li0.18La0.61TiO3. At low temperatures and high frequenci
y

v
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the ac conductivity shows a NCL response, characterized
a weak exponential temperature dependence, while at
temperatures and low frequencies the ac conductivity is
to ionic hopping. We have found that the conductivity at t
crossover@s8(vx)# is thermally activated, and its activatio
energy is significantly lower than the dc conductivity activ
tion energy. Moreover, the activation energy found for t
crossover can be identified with the potential-energy bar
that ions must overcome to leave their sites and start to h

We have shown that the ac conductivity cannot be
scribed by the ‘‘augmented Jonscher expression’’ in
whole temperature and frequency range. The ‘‘augmen
Jonscher expression’’ assumes that the NCL persists ind
nitely down to low frequencies and is an additive contrib
tion to the ion hopping conductivity. It is unsurprising that
cannot be valid because our data show that the NCL cro
over to ionic hopping rather than being a simple sum in
frequency domain.

Within this picture, the mean-square displacement of io
while still caged would not be constant but would increa
very slowly with time, providing a possible explanation
the NCL, which is accounted for by an approximate logari
mic time dependence of the mean-square displacem
Since other ions play a role in defining the potential-ene
well for the ion, the small and slowly varying probability o
their escape from their own individual wells means t
potential-energy cage is also decaying with time, which
lows the mild time dependence of the mean-square displ
ment in the NCL regime. However, it is not the intent of th
work to develop a theory of the NCL based on these ide
Instead, the experimental facts presented here are the
emphasis of this work that may guide others to constr
theoretical models for the NCL consistent with our expe
mental findings.
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